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Roman roller blinds
Day & Night

An innovative certified product
 

Roman roller blind Day and Night is the latest trend on the market
which can change itself into supremely elegant and functional roller
blind. It combines finesse of Roman roller blind with functionality of day
and night system what makes unusual effect of modern design. In our
assortment we own two fabric collections Swallow and Starling which
contain ten colors to choose.
 
We own two systems of finishing where you can mix with materials. We
recommend S2 system – a box for bigger roller blinds and S1 system for
smaller ones. You can also order a roller blind without a front box.

Roman roller blind Day and Night without doubt can be an alternative
to curtain or shade. Application of two types of materials in Roman
roller blind in one plane makes the roller blind extremely elegant. If
you decide to choose the Roman roller blind you get style and
functionality. Even the most demanding user will find it enjoyable!

Blind from Starlling collection



Roman roller blind Day & Night 
fabrics – Starling collection
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Roman roller blind Day & Night
fabrics – Swallow collection



 

S1 and S2 Sparrow systems

S1 silver

S1 white

S1 black

 blind from the Starling collection
S1 white

S2 anode

S2 silver

S2 white
blind from the Starling collection

S2 anode
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Examples of Roman roller blinds Day & Night



Benefits of Roman roller blind
Day & Night application

Any lighting control device
 

Elegant fabrics
 

Alternative for curtains and drapes
 

Specially coated material, antifouling
 

Privacy
 

System Multistop
 

Stable and safe installation
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